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(54) ANTENNA DEVICE AND BEAM STATE SWITCHING METHOD

(57) Embodiments of this application disclose an an-
tenna apparatus, which can perform state switching
based on a service scenario and is applicable to a plu-
rality of service scenarios. The antenna apparatus in-
cludes S groups of antenna bays, S groups of phase-shift
feeding networks, and S beamforming networks. An ith
group of antenna bays include Ni bays 2011, an ith group
of phase-shift feeding networks include Ni phase-shift
feeding networks 2021, and the Ni bays are connected
to the Ni phase-shift feeding networks in a one-to-one
correspondence. In a first state, an ith beamforming net-
work 203 is configured to form ni beams corresponding
to the Ni bays, where Ni first ports corresponding to the
beamforming network are connected to the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence, ni
second ports corresponding to the beamforming network
are connected to ni antenna ports in a one-to-one corre-
spondence, and ni is less than Ni. In the second state,
an ith beamforming network is configured to form Ni
beams corresponding to the Ni bays, Ni first ports corre-
sponding to the beamforming network are connected to
the Ni phase-shift feeding networks in a one-to-one cor-
respondence, and Ni second ports corresponding to the
beamforming network are connected to Ni antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201711448886.6, filed with the Chi-
nese Patent Office on December 27, 2017 and entitled
"ANTENNA APPARATUS AND BEAM STATE SWITCH-
ING METHOD", which is incorporated herein by refer-
ence in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This application relates to the field of commu-
nications technologies, and in particular, to an antenna
apparatus and a beam state switching method.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A smart antenna is also referred to as an adap-
tive array antenna, including three parts: an antenna ar-
ray, a beamforming network, and a beamforming algo-
rithm. The smart antenna adjusts a weighted amplitude
and phase of each array element signal by using an al-
gorithm that meets a criterion, to adjust a shape of a
directivity pattern of the antenna array to strengthen a
required signal and suppress an interference signal. A
smart antenna technology is applicable to a CDMA sys-
tem that uses time division duplex (Time Division Duplex-
ing, TDD), and can suppress multi-user interference and
increase a system capacity to a relatively large extent.
[0004] In the prior art, in a scenario of capacity expan-
sion for a TDD smart antenna, a three-dimensional multi-
beam antenna technology or a massive MIMO (Massive
MIMO, MM) technology is usually used. In the three-di-
mensional multi-beam antenna technology, an antenna
directivity pattern of a three-sector coverage network of
a wireless cellular system is divided into a plurality of
parts, including several parts in a horizontal dimension
and several parts in a vertical dimension. The MM is an
advanced form developed from a multi-antenna technol-
ogy, and is a key technology of a 4.5G network. A quantity
of radio frequency channels and a quantity of antennas
are significantly increased at an MM site, and the antenna
and a radio frequency unit are integrated into an active
antenna unit (Active antenna Unit, AAU). Compared with
the traditional multi-antenna technology, the MM can sig-
nificantly improve performance of a single-user link and
a multi-user space division multiplexing capability by us-
ing a massive antenna array to jointly receive, demodu-
late, or send a signal, thereby significantly improving
quality and a transmission rate of a system link. In addi-
tion, in the MM system, a degree of freedom in the vertical
dimension is increased, and shapes of beams in the hor-
izontal dimension and in the vertical dimension can be
flexibly adjusted. Therefore, a three-dimensional cover-
age capability of a base station is significantly improved.
[0005] The two technologies have respective advan-
tages and disadvantages in terms of costs, performance,
and technology maturity, and are used in different sce-

narios. For example, the three-dimensional multi-beam
technology is applicable to a small-packet service sce-
nario in which users are evenly distributed, and the MM
may be applicable to a large-packet service scenario.
However, the MM has a large quantity of channels and
high costs, and has a low performance gain in the small-
packet service. How to implement smooth evolution while
both features are supported has become a concern of
operators.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of this application provide an an-
tenna apparatus and a beam state switching method, to
perform state switching based on a service scenario, and
applicable to a plurality of service scenarios.
[0007] In view of this, a first aspect of this application
provides an antenna apparatus. The antenna apparatus
includes S groups of antenna bays, S groups of phase-
shift feeding networks, and S beamforming networks,
where S is an integer greater than or equal to 1;
an ith group of antenna bays in M groups of antenna bays
include Ni bays, an ith group of phase-shift feeding net-
works in M groups of phase-shift feeding networks in-
clude Ni phase-shift feeding networks, and the Ni bays
are connected to the Ni phase-shift feeding networks in
a one-to-one correspondence, where M is an integer less
than or equal to S, i is any integer from 1 to M, and Ni is
an integer greater than 1; and
when the antenna apparatus is in a first state, an ith beam-
forming network in M beamforming networks is config-
ured to form ni beams corresponding to the Ni bays, Ni
first ports corresponding to the ith beamforming network
are connected to the Ni phase-shift feeding networks in
a one-to-one correspondence, and ni second ports cor-
responding to the ith beamforming network are connected
to ni antenna ports in a one-to-one correspondence,
where ni is an integer less than or equal to Ni; or
when the antenna apparatus is in a second state, an ith
beamforming network in M beamforming networks is con-
figured to form Ni beams corresponding to the Ni bays,
Ni first ports corresponding to the ith beamforming net-
work are connected to the Ni phase-shift feeding net-
works in a one-to-one correspondence, and Ni second
ports corresponding to the ith beamforming network are
connected to Ni antenna ports in a one-to-one corre-
spondence.
[0008] The antenna apparatus in this implementation
may be flexibly switched between a multi-beam antenna
state and an MM state based on a service requirement.
For example, in a small-packet service scenario, the an-
tenna apparatus may be used as a multi-beam antenna
to save resources. In a scenario in which users are not
evenly distributed, the antenna apparatus may be used
as an MM. In other words, the antenna apparatus in this
application may be applicable to a plurality of service
scenarios, and has high flexibility.
[0009] With reference to the first aspect of this appli-
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cation, in a first implementation of the first aspect of this
application, the antenna apparatus further includes L an-
tenna ports, a port correction network corresponding to
the L antenna ports, and a correction port.
[0010] L is greater than or equal to 1. For example, L
may be equal to a total quantity of bays included in the
S groups of antenna bays.
[0011] The port correction network is configured to
couple signals corresponding to the L antenna ports to
the correction port.
[0012] In this implementation, the port correction net-
work may couple all signals of the antenna ports to the
correction port, to provide a correction port for a radio
frequency system, and provide a condition for the radio
frequency system to perform signal correction.
[0013] With reference to the first implementation of the
first aspect of this application, in a second implementa-
tion of the first aspect of this application,
when the antenna apparatus is in the second state, the
correction port is connected to a port corresponding to a
correction module in the radio frequency system, so that
the correction module corrects signals corresponding to
the L antenna ports.
[0014] In this implementation, when the antenna ap-
paratus is in the MM state, the radio frequency system
may correct, based on the signals coupled to the correc-
tion port, a signal transmitted between the radio frequen-
cy system and an antenna port, so that the antenna ap-
paratus can transmit or receive a more accurate signal.
[0015] With reference to the first implementation of the
first aspect of this application, in a third implementation
of the first aspect of this application,
when the antenna apparatus is in the first state, the cor-
rection port is connected to a port corresponding to a
correction module in the radio frequency system, so that
the correction module corrects signals corresponding to
the L antenna ports.
[0016] In this implementation, when the antenna ap-
paratus is in the MM state, the radio frequency system
may correct, based on the signals coupled to the correc-
tion port, a signal transmitted between the radio frequen-
cy system and an antenna port, so that the antenna ap-
paratus can transmit or receive a more accurate signal.
[0017] With reference to any one of the first aspect of
this application and the first implementation to the third
implementation of the first aspect, in a fourth implemen-
tation of the first aspect of this application, the ith beam-
forming network includes an ni -driving- Ni multi-beam
feeding network, an Ni -driving- Ni through feeding net-
work, Ni first switch circuits, and Ni second switch circuits.
[0018] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
the Ni phase-shift feeding networks are connected, in a
one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports correspond-
ing to the Ni first switch circuits, Ni second ports corre-
sponding to the Ni first switch circuits are connected, in
a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports corre-
sponding to the ni - driving- Ni multi-beam feeding net-
work, ni second ports corresponding to the ni -driving-Ni

multi-beam feeding network are connected, in a one-to-
one correspondence, to ni first ports corresponding to ni
second switch circuits, and ni second ports correspond-
ing to the ni second switch circuits are connected to ni
antenna ports in a one-to-one correspondence, where
the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network is config-
ured to form ni beams corresponding to the Ni bays. Op-
tionally, the ni beams may be orthogonal beams.
[0019] When the antenna apparatus is in the second
state, the Ni phase-shift feeding networks are connected,
in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports corre-
sponding to the Ni first switch circuits, Ni second ports
corresponding to the Ni first switch circuits are connected,
in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports corre-
sponding to the Ni-driving- Ni through feeding network,
Ni second ports corresponding to the Ni -driving- Ni
through feeding network are connected, in a one-to-one
correspondence, to Ni first ports corresponding to the Ni
second switch circuits, Ni second ports corresponding to
the Ni second switch circuits are connected to the Ni an-
tenna ports in a one-to-one correspondence, and the Ni
antenna ports are connected to the port correction net-
work, where the Ni -driving-Ni through feeding network
is configured to form Ni beams corresponding to the Ni
bays. Optionally, the Ni beams may be through beams.
[0020] In this implementation, the beamforming net-
work may be switched to different networks by using
switches, thereby implementing state switching of the an-
tenna apparatus. The switches have low costs and high
flexibility.
[0021] With reference to the fourth implementation of
the first aspect of this application, in a fifth implementation
of the first aspect of this application, the Ni -driving- Ni
through feeding network is bypassed to the ni -driving-
Ni multi-beam feeding network.
[0022] In this implementation, the multi-beam feeding
network is bypassed to the through feeding network. The
design is simple and costs are low.
[0023] With reference to the fourth implementation of
the first aspect of this application, in a sixth implementa-
tion of the first aspect of this application, S is greater than
or equal to 2, a jth group of antenna bays in the S groups
of antenna networks include Nj bays, a jth group of phase-
shift feeding networks include Nj phase-shift feeding net-
works, and the Nj bays are connected to the Nj phase-
shift feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence,
where Nj is an integer greater than or equal to 1;
the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks are config-
ured to control downtilt angles of beams corresponding
to the ith group of antenna bays, where a downtilt angle
of a beam corresponding to each bay in the ith group of
antenna bays is within a first preset range;
the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks are config-
ured to control downtilt angles of beams corresponding
to the jth group of antenna bays, where a downtilt angle
of a beam corresponding to each bay in the jth group of
antenna bays is within a second preset range; and
the downtilt angle is an azimuth angle or a pitch angle.
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[0024] In this implementation, downtilt angles of
beams corresponding to antenna bays in a same group
are within a preset range, so that energy is more con-
centrated, and the antenna apparatus can better transmit
and receive a signal.
[0025] With reference to the sixth implementation of
the first aspect of this application, in a seventh implemen-
tation of the first aspect of this application,
when the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
|ETi-ETj|>(di+dj)/2, where ETi is an average value of
downtilt angles of beams corresponding to the Ni bays
in the ith group of antenna bays, ETj is an average value
of downtilt angles of beams corresponding to the Nj bays

in the jth group of antenna bays, di is an average beam

width of ni orthogonal beams corresponding to the ith

group of antenna bays, and dj is an average beam width

of the beams corresponding to the jth group of antenna
bays.
[0026] In this implementation, a difference between the
downtilt angles corresponding to the two groups of an-
tenna bays is greater than the average beam width of
the beams corresponding to the two groups of antenna
bays, so that the antenna apparatus can be in the three-
dimensional multi-beam state, and mutual interference
between the beams corresponding to the two groups of
antenna bays can be avoided.
[0027] With reference to the sixth implementation of
the first aspect of this application, in an eighth implemen-
tation of the first aspect of this application,
when the antenna apparatus is in the second state, ETi
= ETj, where ETi is an average value of downtilt angles

of beams corresponding to the Ni bays in the ith group of
antenna bays, and ETj is an average value of downtilt
angles of beams corresponding to the Nj bays in the jth

group of antenna bays.
[0028] In this implementation, when the antenna ap-
paratus is in the MM state, the downtilt angles corre-
sponding to the two groups of antenna bays are equal,
so that the beams corresponding to the two groups of
antenna bays can be in a same direction and jointly form
a larger array, thereby improving performance of the an-
tenna apparatus.
[0029] A second aspect of this application provides a
beam state switching method. The method is applied to
an antenna apparatus, and the antenna apparatus in-
cludes S groups of antenna bays, S groups of phase-
shift feeding networks, and S beamforming networks,
where S is an integer greater than or equal to 1;
an ith group of antenna bays in M groups of antenna bays
include Ni bays, an ith group of phase-shift feeding net-
works in M groups of phase-shift feeding networks in-
clude Ni phase-shift feeding networks, and the Ni bays
are connected to the Ni phase-shift feeding networks in
a one-to-one correspondence, where M is an integer less
than or equal to S, i is any integer from 1 to M, and Ni is

an integer greater than or equal to 1; and
when the antenna apparatus is in a first state, an ith beam-
forming network in M beamforming networks is config-
ured to form ni beams corresponding to the Ni bays, Ni
first ports corresponding to the ith beamforming network
are connected to the Ni phase-shift feeding networks in
a one-to-one correspondence, and ni second ports cor-
responding to the ith beamforming network are connected
to ni antenna ports in a one-to-one correspondence,
where ni is an integer less than or equal to Ni; or
when the antenna apparatus is in a second state, an ith
beamforming network in M beamforming networks is con-
figured to form Ni beams corresponding to the Ni bays,
Ni first ports corresponding to the ith beamforming net-
work are connected to the Ni phase-shift feeding net-
works in a one-to-one correspondence, and Ni second
ports corresponding to the ith beamforming network are
connected to Ni antenna ports in a one-to-one corre-
spondence.
[0030] The method includes: receiving, by a control ap-
paratus, a switching instruction; and switching, based on
the switching instruction, the antenna apparatus from the
first state to the second state, or switching the antenna
apparatus from the second state to the first state, where
the first state is a multi-beam antenna state, and the sec-
ond state is a massive MIMO MM state.
[0031] With reference to the second aspect of this ap-
plication, in a first implementation of the second aspect
of this application, the antenna apparatus further includes
L antenna ports, a port correction network corresponding
to the L antenna ports, and a correction port.
[0032] L is greater than or equal to 1. For example, L
may be equal to a total quantity of bays included in the
S groups of antenna bays.
[0033] The port correction network is configured to
couple signals corresponding to the L antenna ports to
the correction port.
[0034] With reference to the first implementation of the
second aspect of this application, in a second implemen-
tation of the second aspect of this application,
when the antenna apparatus is in the second state, the
correction port is connected to a port corresponding to a
correction module in a radio frequency system, so that
the correction module corrects signals corresponding to
the L antenna ports; or
when the antenna apparatus is in the first state, the cor-
rection port is connected to a port corresponding to a
correction module in a radio frequency system, so that
the correction module corrects signals corresponding to
the L antenna ports.
[0035] With reference to the second aspect of this ap-
plication, and the first implementation or the second im-
plementation of the second aspect, in a third implemen-
tation of the second aspect of this application, the ith
beamforming network includes an ni -driving- Ni multi-
beam feeding network, an Ni -driving- Ni through feeding
network, Ni first switch circuits, and Ni second switch cir-
cuits;
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the Ni phase-shift feeding networks are connected, in a
one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports correspond-
ing to the Ni first switch circuits;
the control apparatus may switch the antenna apparatus
from the second state to the first state in the following
manner:
controlling, by the control apparatus based on the switch-
ing instruction, the Ni first switch circuits and ni second
switch circuits in the Ni second switch circuits, so that Ni
second ports corresponding to the Ni first switch circuits
are connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni
first ports corresponding to the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam
feeding network, ni first ports corresponding to the ni sec-
ond switch circuits are connected, in a one-to-one cor-
respondence, to ni second ports corresponding to the ni
-driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network, and ni second
ports corresponding to the ni second switch circuits are
connected to ni antenna ports in a one-to-one corre-
spondence; and
the control apparatus may switch the antenna apparatus
from the first state to the second state in the following
manner:
controlling, by the control apparatus based on the switch-
ing instruction, the Ni first switch circuits and the Ni sec-
ond switch circuits, so that Ni second ports corresponding
to the Ni first switch circuits are connected, in a one-to-
one correspondence, to Ni first ports corresponding to
the Ni -driving- Ni through feeding network, Ni first ports
corresponding to the Ni second switch circuits are con-
nected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni second
ports corresponding to the Ni -driving- Ni through feeding
network, Ni second ports corresponding to the Ni second
switch circuits are connected to Ni antenna ports in a
one-to-one correspondence, and the Ni antenna ports
are connected to the port correction network.
[0036] In this implementation, the control apparatus
may switch the state of the antenna apparatus by using
switches. The operation is simple, convenient, and fast.
[0037] With reference to any one of the second aspect
of this application and the first implementation to the third
implementation of the second aspect, in a fourth imple-
mentation of the second aspect of this application, S is
greater than or equal to 2;
a jth group of antenna bays in the S groups of antenna
networks include Nj bays, a jth group of phase-shift feed-
ing networks include Nj phase-shift feeding networks,
and the Nj bays are connected to the Nj phase-shift feed-
ing networks in a one-to-one correspondence, where Nj
is an integer greater than or equal to 1; and
a process of switching, by the control apparatus, the an-
tenna apparatus from the first state to the second state
may include:
controlling, by the control apparatus, the Ni phase-shift

feeding networks in the ith group of phase-shift feeding
networks and the Nj phase-shift feeding networks in the

jth group of phase-shift feeding networks, so that a down-

tilt angle of a beam corresponding to each bay in the ith
group of antenna bays is within a first preset range, and
a downtilt angle of a beam corresponding to each bay in
the jth group of antenna bays is within a second preset
range; and ETi = ETj, where ETi is an average value of
downtilt angles of beams corresponding to the Ni bays
in the ith group of antenna bays, and ETj is an average
value of downtilt angles of beams corresponding to the
Nj bays in the jth group of antenna bays.
[0038] In this implementation, when switching the an-
tenna apparatus from the first state to the second state,
the control apparatus may further control, by using the
phase-shift feeding network, the downtilt angles of the
beams corresponding to the antenna bays, so that the
downtilt angles of the beams corresponding to the two
groups of bays are equal. Therefore, the beams corre-
sponding to the two groups of antenna bays can be in a
same direction and jointly form a larger array, thereby
improving performance of the antenna apparatus.
[0039] With reference to the second aspect of this ap-
plication and the first implementation to the fourth imple-
mentation of the second aspect, in a fifth implementation
of the second aspect of this application, the first state is
a three-dimensional multi-beam antenna state, and S is
greater than or equal to 2;
a jth group of antenna bays in the S groups of antenna
networks include Nj bays, a jth group of phase-shift feed-
ing networks include Nj phase-shift feeding networks,
and the Nj bays are connected to the Nj phase-shift feed-
ing networks in a one-to-one correspondence, where Nj
is an integer greater than or equal to 1; and
a process of switching, by the control apparatus, the
beam state corresponding to the antenna apparatus from
the second state to the first state may include:
controlling, by the control apparatus, the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in the ith group of phase-shift feeding
networks and the Nj phase-shift feeding networks in the

jth group of phase-shift feeding networks, so that a down-
tilt angle of a beam corresponding to each bay in the ith
group of antenna bays is within a first preset range, and
a downtilt angle of a beam corresponding to each bay in
the jth group of antenna bays is within a second preset
range; and |ETi-ETi|>(di+dj)/2, where ETi is an average
value of downtilt angles of beams corresponding to the
Ni bays in the ith group of antenna bays, and ETj is an
average value of downtilt angles of beams corresponding
to the Nj bays in the jth group of antenna bays, di is an
average beam width of ni orthogonal beams correspond-

ing to the ith group of antenna bays, dj is an average

beam width of beams corresponding to the jth group of
antenna bays, and the downtilt angle is an azimuth angle
or a pitch angle.
[0040] In this implementation, the control apparatus
may control, by using the phase-shift feeding network,
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the downtilt angles of the beams corresponding to the
antenna bays, so that a difference between the downtilt
angles corresponding to the two groups of antenna bays
is greater than the average beam width of the beams
corresponding to the two groups of antenna bays. There-
fore, the antenna apparatus can be in the three-dimen-
sional multi-beam state, and mutual interference be-
tween beams corresponding to the two groups of antenna
bays can be avoided.
[0041] A third aspect of this application provides a com-
munications system. The communications system in-
cludes the antenna apparatus in any one of the first as-
pect and the first implementation to the eighth implemen-
tation of the first aspect.
[0042] It can be learned from the foregoing technical
solutions that the embodiments of this application have
the following advantages:
The antenna apparatus in the embodiments of this ap-
plication includes S groups of antenna bays, S groups of
phase-shift feeding networks, S beamforming networks,
L antenna ports, and a port correction network corre-
sponding to the L antenna ports. Each group of antenna
bays may include a same quantity of bays or different
quantities of bays. When the antenna apparatus is in a
first state, at least one group of antenna bays can perform
processing by using a corresponding beamforming net-
work to obtain ni beams, ni is less than a quantity Ni of
bays included in the group of antenna bays. To be spe-
cific, the antenna apparatus can obtain, through combi-
nation, shaped beams that have a specific shape, that
is, the antenna apparatus can be used as a multi-beam
antenna. When the antenna apparatus is in a second
state, the group of antenna bays may form, by using a
corresponding beam processing network, Ni beams cor-
responding to the quantity of bays included in the group
of antenna bays. To be specific, the antenna apparatus
can increase a quantity of radio frequency channels, and
the antenna apparatus and a radio frequency unit may
be integrated into an active antenna processing unit, and
jointly receive, demodulate, or transmit a signal, that is,
the antenna apparatus may be used as a massive MIMO.
It can be learned that, the antenna apparatus in the em-
bodiments of this application may be flexibly switched
between a multi-beam antenna state and an MM state
based on a service requirement. For example, in a small-
packet service scenario, the antenna apparatus may be
used as a multi-beam antenna to save resources. In a
scenario in which users are not evenly distributed, the
antenna apparatus may be used as an MM. In other
words, the antenna apparatus in this application may be
applicable to a plurality of service scenarios, and has
high flexibility.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0043] To describe the technical solutions in embodi-
ments of this application more clearly, the following briefly
describes the accompanying drawings required for de-

scribing the embodiments. Apparently, the accompany-
ing drawings in the following description show merely
some embodiments of this application.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of
a base station system according to the embodiments
of this application;
FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of an embodiment
of an antenna apparatus according to the embodi-
ments of this application;
FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram of an embodiment
of a port correction network according to the embod-
iments of this application;
FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B are schematic diagrams of an-
other embodiment of an antenna apparatus accord-
ing to the embodiments of this application;
FIG. 4A, FIG. 4B, and FIG. 4C are schematic dia-
grams of another embodiment of an antenna appa-
ratus according to the embodiments of this applica-
tion;
FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are schematic diagrams of an-
other embodiment of an antenna apparatus accord-
ing to the embodiments of this application;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a beam formed by
an antenna apparatus according to an embodiment
of this application; and
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a beam formed by
an antenna apparatus according to an embodiment
of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0044] The following describes the technical solutions
in embodiments of this application with reference to the
accompanying drawings in the embodiments of this ap-
plication. Apparently, the described embodiments are
merely some rather than all of the embodiments of this
application.
[0045] In the specification, claims, and accompanying
drawings of this application, the terms "first", "second",
"third", "fourth", and so on (if existent) are intended to
distinguish between similar objects but do not necessarily
indicate a specific order or sequence. It should be un-
derstood that the data termed in such a way are inter-
changeable in proper circumstances so that the embod-
iments of this application described herein can be imple-
mented, for example, in orders except the order illustrat-
ed or described herein. Moreover, the terms "include",
"have", or any other variant thereof are intended to cover
non-exclusive inclusion.
[0046] The embodiments of this application provide an
antenna apparatus and a beam state switching method,
applicable to different service scenarios, thereby improv-
ing flexibility.
[0047] It should be understood that the technical solu-
tions in the embodiments of this application may be ap-
plied to various communications systems, such as a glo-
bal system for mobile communications (global system of
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mobile communication, GSM) system, a code division
multiple access (code division multiple access, CDMA)
system, a wideband code division multiple access (Wide-
band Code Division Multiple Access, WCDMA) system,
a general packet radio service (general packet radio serv-
ice, GPRS) system, a long term evolution (long term ev-
olution, LTE) system, an LTE frequency division duplex
(frequency division duplex, FDD) system, an LTE time
division duplex (time division duplex, TDD) system, a uni-
versal mobile telecommunications system (universal mo-
bile telecommunication system, UMTS), a worldwide in-
teroperability for microwave access (worldwide interop-
erability for microwave access, WiMAX) communications
system, or a 5th-generation (5th-generation, 5G) com-
munications technology system. It should be noted that,
the communications system is not specifically limited in
the embodiments of this application.
[0048] For ease of understanding, the following first
describes a base station system that the antenna appa-
ratus and the beam switching method in this application
are applicable to. A base station (BS, Base Station) may
be a base transceiver station (English full name: Base
Transceiver Station, BTS for short) in GSM or CDMA, or
may be a NodeB (NodeB) in WCDMA, or may be an
evolved Node B (English full name: evolved Node B, eNB
or e-NodeB for short) in LTE, or a base station in a 5G
communications system or a subsequent evolved com-
munications system. This is not limited in the embodi-
ments of the present invention. The following uses FIG.
1 as an example to describe a base station systemlOO
that the antenna apparatus and the beam switching
method in this application are applicable to. The base
station system 100 includes a base band unit (Base band
Unit, BBU) 101, a radio remote unit (Radio Remote Unit,
RRU) 102, and an antenna apparatus 103. The RRU is
connected to the antenna apparatus, and the BBU is con-
nected to the RRU.
[0049] It should be understood that in this application,
a first port is opposite to a second port. The first port may
be an input port or an output port. When the first port is
an input port, the second port is an output port. When
the first port is an output port, the second port is an input
port. The following embodiments are described by using
a case in which the first port is the input port and the
second port is the output port.
[0050] The following describes the antenna apparatus
in the embodiments of this application. Referring to FIG.
2A, an embodiment of the antenna apparatus in the em-
bodiments of this application includes S groups of anten-
na bays, S groups of phase-shift feeding networks, and
S beamforming networks, where S is an integer greater
than or equal to 1.
[0051] One group of antenna bays correspond to one
group of phase-shift feeding networks and one beam-
forming network. Each group of antenna bays may have
same or different compositions, each group of phase-
shift feeding networks may have same or different com-
positions, and each beamforming network may have

same or different compositions. This is not specifically
limited in this application.
[0052] In the S beamforming networks, M beamform-
ing networks form different beams when the antenna ap-
paratus is in different states. The following describes the
M beamforming networks, and M groups of antenna bays
and M groups of phase-shift feeding networks that cor-
respond to the M beamforming networks.
[0053] An ith group of antenna bays 201 in the M groups
of antenna bays include Ni bays 2011, an ith group of
phase-shift feeding networks 202 in the M groups of
phase-shift feeding networks include Ni phase-shift feed-
ing networks 2021, and the Ni bays 2011 in the ith group
of antenna bays are connected, in a one-to-one corre-
spondence, to the Ni phase-shift feeding networks 2021
in the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks, where Ni
is an integer greater than 1.
[0054] When the antenna apparatus is in a first state,
an ith beamforming network 203 in the M beamforming
networks is configured to form ni beams corresponding
to the Ni bays 2011 in the ith group of antenna bays 201.
Specifically, Ni input ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network 203 are connected, in a one-to-one cor-
respondence, to the Ni phase-shift feeding networks
2021 in the ith phase-shift feeding network 202, and ni
output ports corresponding to the ith beamforming net-
work 203 are connected to ni antenna ports in a one-to-
one correspondence, where ni is an integer less than or
equal to Ni.
[0055] When the antenna apparatus is in a second
state, an ith beamforming network 203 in the M beam-
forming networks is configured to form Ni beams corre-
sponding to the Ni bays 2011 in the ith group of antenna
bays 201. Specifically, Ni input ports corresponding to
the ith beamforming network 203 are connected, in a one-
to-one correspondence, to the Ni phase-shift feeding net-
works 2021 in the ith phase-shift feeding network 202,
and Ni output ports corresponding to the ith beamforming
network 203 are connected to Ni antenna ports in a one-
to-one correspondence.
[0056] It should be noted that FIG. 2A is only a sche-
matic diagram of connections between one group of an-
tenna bays, one group of phase-shift feeding networks,
and one beamforming network. A quantity of elements
included in each antenna bay, a quantity of phase-shift
feeding networks, a placement position and a connection
relationship of each physical device, and the like are
merely used as an example, and do not constitute a lim-
itation on this application.
[0057] In this application, M is an integer greater than
0 and less than S. To be specific, the antenna apparatus
includes at least one group of antenna bays, at least one
group of phase-shift feeding networks, and at least one
beamforming network that have the foregoing described
features. It should be particularly noted that in this em-
bodiment, i represents a sequence number and is any
integer from 1 to M. The sequence number is merely
used to distinguish between different groups of antenna
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bays, different groups of phase-shift feeding networks,
or different beamforming networks. The sequence
number does not constitute a limitation on a spatial po-
sition relationship between groups of antenna bays in the
antenna apparatus. For example, a first group of antenna
bays and a second group of antenna bays in the M groups
of antenna bays are not necessarily two groups of an-
tenna bays that have adjacent spatial positions.
[0058] It should be further noted that the S groups of
antenna bays may be horizontally or vertically deployed.
This is not specifically limited in this application. The Ni
bays included in the ith group of antenna bays in the M
groups of antenna bays may be horizontally deployed,
or may be vertically deployed. This is not specifically lim-
ited in this application. When the Ni bays are horizontally
deployed, a beam formed by the beamforming network
is a beam in a horizontal direction. When the Ni bays are
vertically deployed, a beam formed by the beamforming
network is a beam in a vertical direction.
[0059] Specifically, in this embodiment of this applica-
tion, the antenna bay is configured to transmit or receive
a signal, and the beamforming network is configured to
form a beam corresponding to each group of antenna
bays. When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
the beamforming network may be used to aggregate Ni
beams generated by each group of antenna bays to form
ni orthogonal beams. When the antenna apparatus is in
the second state, the beamforming network may directly
connect each group of phase-shift feeding networks to
the antenna ports, and does not process beams corre-
sponding to the Ni bays, that is, forms Ni through beams
corresponding to the antenna bays.
[0060] In an optional manner, the antenna apparatus
may further include L antenna ports, a port correction
network corresponding to the L antenna ports, and a cor-
rection port.
[0061] A quantity of antenna ports is equal to a sum of
quantities of antenna bays included in each of the S
groups of antenna bays, that is, L is equal to a total quan-
tity of bays included in the S groups of antenna bays.
When the antenna apparatus is in the second state, all
the L antenna ports are valid ports. When the antenna
apparatus is in the first state, a quantity of valid ports is
less than L. It should be understood that the valid port is
a port that can form a path to transmit a signal.
[0062] The port correction network is configured to
couple signals corresponding to the L antenna ports to
the correction port.
[0063] Specifically, when the antenna apparatus is in
the second state, the correction port may be connected
to a port corresponding to a correction module in a radio
frequency system, so that the correction module can cor-
rect the signals corresponding to the L antenna ports of
the antenna apparatus. As shown in FIG. 2B, FIG. 2B is
a schematic diagram of connections between four anten-
na ports, a corresponding port correction network, and a
correction port when L=4. It should be understood that
FIG. 2B is merely used as an example and does not con-

stitute a limitation on this application.
[0064] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
the correction port may be connected to a port corre-
sponding to the correction module in the radio frequency
system, or may not be connected to the port correspond-
ing to the correction module in the radio frequency sys-
tem, and be in an idle state. This is not limited in this
application.
[0065] It should be noted that the antenna port is an
external port of the antenna apparatus, and is configured
to connect to a radio frequency module; and the port cor-
rection network is also referred to as a coupling correction
network, where the coupling correction network is con-
figured to couple signals corresponding to the external
port of the antenna apparatus to the correction port.
When the antenna apparatus is in the second state, the
correction port may be connected to a port of the correc-
tion module, so that the correction module can correct,
based on the signals coupled to the correction port, a
signal transmitted between the radio frequency module
and the antenna port, thereby implementing joint signal
receiving, demodulation, or sending performed by a mas-
sive MIMO. Specifically, in this application, the antenna
apparatus in the embodiment corresponding to FIG. 2A
may be controlled by a control apparatus. After receiving
a switching instruction, the control apparatus may switch
the antenna apparatus from the first state to the second
state or switch the antenna apparatus from the second
state to the first state based on the switching instruction.
It can be learned from the foregoing description that the
first state is a multi-beam antenna state, the second state
refers to a massive MIMO state.
[0066] The antenna apparatus in this embodiment of
this application may be flexibly switched between the
multi-beam antenna state and the MM state based on a
service requirement. For example, in a small-packet
service scenario, the antenna apparatus may be used
as a multi-beam antenna to save resources. In a scenario
in which users are not evenly distributed, the antenna
apparatus may be used as an MM. In other words, the
antenna apparatus in this application may be applicable
to a plurality of service scenarios, and has high flexibility.
[0067] Based on the embodiment corresponding to
FIG. 2A, the beamforming network may have a plurality
of types of compositions. The following describes one of
the compositions in detail. Referring to FIG. 3A and FIG.
3B, another embodiment of the antenna apparatus in the
embodiments of this application includes S groups of an-
tenna bays, S groups of phase-shift feeding networks,
and S beamforming networks.
[0068] One group of antenna bays correspond to one
group of phase-shift feeding networks and one beam-
forming network. Each group of antenna bays may have
same or different compositions, each group of phase-
shift feeding networks may have same or different com-
positions, and each beamforming network may have
same or different compositions. This is not specifically
limited in this application.
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[0069] In the S beamforming networks, M beamform-
ing networks form different beams when the antenna ap-
paratus is in different states. The following describes the
M beamforming networks, and M groups of antenna bays
and M groups of phase-shift feeding networks that cor-
respond to the M beamforming networks.
[0070] An ith group of antenna bays 301 in the M groups
of antenna bays include Ni bays 3011; an ith group of
phase-shift feeding networks 302 in the M groups of
phase-shift feeding networks include Ni phase-shift feed-
ing networks 3021; and an ith beamforming network 303
in the M beamforming networks includes an ni -driving-
Ni multi-beam feeding network 3031, an Ni-driving-Ni
through feeding network 3032, Ni first switch circuits
3033, and Ni second switch circuits 3034.
[0071] When the antenna apparatus is in a first state,
the Ni bays 3011 in the ith group of antenna bays 301 are
connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni input
ports corresponding to the Ni phase-shift feeding net-
works 3021 in the ith group of phase-shift feeding net-
works 302, Ni output ports corresponding to the Ni phase-
shift feeding networks 3021 are connected, in a one-to-
one correspondence, to Ni input ports corresponding to
the Ni first switch circuits 3033, Ni output ports corre-
sponding to the Ni first switch circuits 3033 are connect-
ed, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni input ports
corresponding to the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding
network 3031, ni output ports corresponding to the ni
-driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network 3031 are con-
nected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to ni input ports
corresponding to ni second switch circuits 3034, and ni
output ports corresponding to the ni second switch cir-
cuits 3034 are connected to ni antenna ports 304 in a
one-to-one correspondence, where the ni -driving-Ni mul-
ti-beam feeding network 3031 is configured to form ni
orthogonal beams corresponding to the Ni bays.
[0072] When the antenna apparatus is in a second
state, the Ni bays 3011 in the ith group of antenna bays
301 are connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to
Ni input ports corresponding to the Ni phase-shift feeding
networks 3021 in the ith group of phase-shift feeding net-
works 302, Ni output ports corresponding to the Ni phase-
shift feeding networks 3021 are connected, in a one-to-
one correspondence, to Ni input ports corresponding to
the Ni first switch circuits 3033, Ni output ports corre-
sponding to the Ni first switch circuits 3033 are connect-
ed, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni input ports
corresponding to the Ni -driving- Ni through feeding net-
work 3032, Ni output ports corresponding to the Ni-driv-
ing-Ni through feeding network 3032 are connected, in a
one-to-one correspondence, to Ni input ports corre-
sponding to the Ni second switch circuits 3034, Ni output
ports corresponding to the Ni second switch circuits 3034
are connected to Ni antenna ports 304 in a one-to-one
correspondence, and the Ni antenna port 304 are con-
nected to a port correction network 305.
[0073] In an optional manner, the antenna apparatus
in this embodiment may further include L antenna ports

304, a port correction network 305 corresponding to the
L antenna ports, and a correction port 306.
[0074] A quantity of antenna ports is equal to a sum of
quantities of antenna bays included in each of the S
groups of antenna bays, that is, L is equal to a total quan-
tity of bays included in the S groups of antenna bays.
When the antenna apparatus is in the second state, all
the L antenna ports are valid ports. When the antenna
apparatus is in the first state, a quantity of valid ports is
less than L. It should be understood that the valid port is
a port that can form a path to transmit a signal.
[0075] The port correction network 305 is configured
to couple signals corresponding to the L antenna ports
to the correction port 306. When the antenna apparatus
is in the second state, the correction port is connected
to a port corresponding to a correction module in a radio
frequency system, so that the correction module can cor-
rect the signals corresponding to the L antenna ports of
the antenna apparatus. When the antenna apparatus is
in the first state, the correction port may be connected to
a port corresponding to a correction module in a radio
frequency system, or may not be connected to the port
corresponding to the correction module in the radio fre-
quency system, and be in an idle state. This is not limited
in this application.
[0076] Specifically, in this embodiment, the Ni first
switch circuits 3033 in the ith beamforming network 303
are configured to select whether the ith group of phase-
shift feeding networks 302 are connected to the Ni -driv-
ing- Ni through feeding network 3032 or the ni - driving-
Ni multi-beam feeding network 3031.
[0077] The second switch circuit 3034 is configured to
select whether to connect the Ni-driving-Ni through feed-
ing network 3032 to the Ni antenna ports 3034, or to con-
nect the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network 3031
to the ni antenna ports 3034.
[0078] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network 3031 may
process Ni channels of received signals to obtain ni chan-
nels of received signals which are to be transmitted to
the radio frequency module by using the ni antenna ports
3034, or process ni channels of transmitted signals to
obtain Ni channels of transmitted signals and transmit
the Ni channels of transmitted signals to a user by using
the Ni bays. Specifically, the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam
feeding network may be a Butler matrix feeding network,
a Rotman lens feeding network, or another feeding net-
work. This is not specifically limited in this application.
[0079] When the antenna apparatus is in the second
state, the Ni -driving- Ni through feeding network 3032
may directly connect the Ni phase-shift feeding network
3021 to the Ni antenna ports in a one-to-one correspond-
ence, that is, not process a signal received or transmitted
by the Ni bays 3031, but directly transmit signals received
by the Ni bays 3031 to the radio frequency system by
using the Ni antenna ports 3034. Specifically, the Ni-driv-
ing- Ni through feeding network 3032 may be a through
feeding network 3032 that is bypassed to the ni-driving-
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Ni- multi-beam feeding network 3031 and that includes
one or more feeders. The Ni -driving- Ni through feeding
network 3032 may alternatively be another feeding net-
work. This is not specifically limited in this application.
[0080] It should be noted that FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B are
only schematic diagrams of connections between one
group of antenna bays, one group of phase-shift feeding
networks, and one beamforming network. A quantity of
elements included in each bay, a quantity of phase-shift
feeding networks, a quantity of antenna ports, a place-
ment position and a connection relationship of each phys-
ical device, and the like are merely used as an example,
and do not constitute a limitation on this application.
[0081] It should be further noted that, in addition to the
structure described in the embodiment corresponding to
FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, in some embodiments, the ith beam-
forming network may alternatively be a target network
obtained by reconstructing the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam
feeding network, and the target network obtained through
reconstruction may be switched from the ni -driving- Ni
multi-beam feeding network to the Ni -driving- Ni through
feeding network, or may be switched from the Ni -driving-
Ni through feeding network to the ni -driving- Ni multi-
beam feeding network.
[0082] Specifically, in this application, the antenna ap-
paratus in the embodiment corresponding to FIG. 3A and
FIG. 3B may be controlled by a control apparatus. After
receiving a switching instruction, the control apparatus
may switch the antenna apparatus from the first state to
the second state or switch the antenna apparatus from
the second state to the first state based on the switching
instruction. It can be learned from the foregoing descrip-
tion that the first state is a multi-beam antenna state, the
second state refers to a massive MIMO state.
[0083] Corresponding to the antenna apparatus shown
in FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, a process of controlling, by the
control apparatus, the antenna apparatus to switch from
the first state to the second state may include: controlling
the Ni first switch circuits 3033 and the Ni second switch
circuits 3034 in the ith beamforming network 303, to con-
nect the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks 302 to
the Ni-driving-Ni through feeding network 3032, and con-
nect the Ni -driving- Ni through feeding network 3032 to
the Ni antenna ports 3034. A specific connection rela-
tionship is described in the embodiment corresponding
to FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B.
[0084] A process of controlling, by the control appara-
tus, the antenna apparatus to switch from the second
state to the first state may include: controlling the Ni first
switch circuits 3033 and the Ni second switch circuits
3034 in the ith beamforming network 303, to connect the
ith group of phase-shift feeding networks 302 to the
ni-driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network 3031, and con-
nect the ni-driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network 3031
to the ni antenna ports 3034. A specific connection rela-
tionship is described in the embodiment corresponding
to FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B.
[0085] In an optional manner, the control apparatus

may include a first control apparatus and a second control
apparatus. The Ni first switch circuits in the ith beamform-
ing network may be controlled by the first control appa-
ratus in a coordinated manner. To be specific, for the Ni
first switch circuits, when one first switch circuit selects
to be connected to the Ni -driving-Ni through feeding net-
work, other first switch circuits are also connected to the
Ni -driving-Ni through feeding network; or when one first
switch circuit selects to be connected to the ni -driving-
Ni multi-beam feeding network, other first switch circuits
are also connected to the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feed-
ing network. The ni second switch circuits in the ith beam-
forming network may be controlled by the first control
apparatus in a coordinated manner. To be specific, for
the ni second switch circuits, when one second switch
circuit selects to be connected to the Ni -driving- Ni
through feeding network and the antenna ports, other
second switch circuits are also connected to the Ni -driv-
ing- Ni through feeding network and the antenna ports;
or when one second switch circuit selects to be connect-
ed to the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network, other
second switch circuits also select to be connected to the
ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network and the anten-
na ports.
[0086] It should be noted that, when the antenna ap-
paratus is in the first state, in the Ni second switch circuits
in the ith beamforming network, except for ni second
switch circuit connected to the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam
feeding network, one end of each of Ni-ni second switch
circuits may keep being connected to the Ni -driving- Ni
through feeding network, or may be disconnected from
the Ni -driving- Ni through feeding network, and the other
end of each of the Ni-ni second switch circuits may keep
being connected to the antenna ports, or may be discon-
nected from the antenna ports.
[0087] It should be further noted that the first switch
circuits in this embodiment of this application may be the
same or may be different. Specifically, the first switch
circuits may be digitally-controlled radio frequency selec-
tion switches, or may be mechanically-triggered radio fre-
quency selection switches, or may be switches of another
type. This is not specifically limited herein. The second
switch circuits may be the same or may be different. Spe-
cifically, the second switch circuits may be digitally-con-
trolled radio frequency selection switches, or may be me-
chanically-triggered radio frequency selection switches,
or may be switches of another type. This is not specifically
limited herein.
[0088] In an optional manner, in this embodiment, the
antenna apparatus includes a plurality of groups of an-
tenna bays, a plurality of groups of feeding networks, and
a plurality of beamforming networks, that is, S is greater
than or equal to 2.
[0089] A jth group of antenna bays 401 in the S groups
of antenna bays include Nj bays 4011, a jth group of
phase-shift feeding networks 402 include Nj phase-shift
feeding networks 4021, and the Nj bays 4011 are con-
nected to Nj phase-shift feeding networks 4021 in a one-
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to-one correspondence, where Nj is an integer greater
than or equal to 1.
[0090] A jth beamforming network 403 corresponding
to the jth group of antenna bays 401 and the jth group of
phase-shift feeding networks 402 may be the same as
the above ith beamforming network, including an nj -driv-
ing- Nj multi-beam feeding network 4031, an Nj-driving-
Nj through feeding network 4032, Nj first switch circuits
4033, and Nj second switch circuits 4034. FIG. 4A, FIG.
4B, and FIG. 4C are schematic diagrams of the antenna
apparatus when S=2, Ni = 4, ni = 2, Nj = 4 and nj = 2.
[0091] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
Nj input ports corresponding to the Nj first switch circuits
4033 are connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to
Nj output ports corresponding to the Nj phase-shift feed-
ing networks 4021, Nj output ports corresponding to the
Nj first switch circuits 4033 are connected, in a one-to-
one correspondence, to Nj input ports corresponding to
the nj -driving- Nj multi-beam feeding network 4031, nj
output ports corresponding to the nj-driving- Nj multi-
beam feeding network 4031 are connected, in a one-to-
one correspondence, to nj input ports corresponding to
nj second switch circuits 4034, and nj output ports corre-
sponding to the nj second switch circuits 4034 are con-
nected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to nj antenna
ports 304 except the foregoing ni antenna ports in the L
antenna ports, where the nj -driving- Nj multi-beam feed-
ing network 4031 is configured to form nj orthogonal
beams corresponding to the Nj bays.
[0092] When the antenna apparatus is in the second
state, Nj input ports corresponding to the Nj first switch
circuits 4033 are connected, in a one-to-one correspond-
ence, to Nj output ports corresponding to the Nj phase-
shift feeding networks 4021, Nj output ports correspond-
ing to the Nj first switch circuits 4033 are connected, in
a one-to-one correspondence, to Nj input ports corre-
sponding to the Nj -driving- Nj through feeding network
4032, Nj output ports corresponding to the Nj-driving- Nj
through feeding network 4032 are connected, in a one-
to-one correspondence, to Nj input ports corresponding
to the Nj second switch circuits 4034, and Nj output ports
corresponding to the Nj second switch circuits 4034 are
connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Nj anten-
na ports 304 except the foregoing Ni antenna ports in the
L antenna ports, where the Nj-driving- Nj through feeding
network 4032 is configured to form Nj through beams
corresponding to the Nj bays.
[0093] The jth beamforming network 403 correspond-
ing to the jth group of antenna bays 401 and the jth group
of phase-shift feeding networks 402 may further include
an Nj -driving- Nj through feeding network 4035. Nj input
ports corresponding to the Nj -driving- Nj through feeding
network 4035 are connected, in a one-to-one corre-
spondence, to Nj output ports corresponding to the Nj
phase-shift feeding networks 4021, Nj input ports corre-
sponding to the Nj -driving- Nj through feeding network
4035 are connected to Nj antenna ports in a one-to-one
correspondence. In this case, regardless of whether the

antenna apparatus is in the first state or the second state,
the Nj-driving- Nj through feeding network 4035 forms Nj
through beams corresponding to the Nj bays. FIG. 5A
and FIG. 5B are schematic diagrams of the antenna ap-
paratus when S=2, Ni=4, ni=2, and Nj=1.
[0094] Specifically, in this embodiment, the control ap-
paratus may control, by using the ith group of phase-shift
feeding networks, downtilt angles of beams correspond-
ing to the ith group of antenna bays, and may control, by
using the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks, down-
tilt angles of beams corresponding to the jth group of an-
tenna bays, so that the downtilt angle of the beam cor-
responding to each bay in the ith group of antenna bays
is within a first preset range, and the downtilt angle of the
beam corresponding to each bay in the jth group of an-
tenna bays is within a second preset range.
[0095] It should be understood that the foregoing
downtilt angle of the beam may be specifically an azimuth
angle or a pitch angle. Whether the phase-shift feeding
network is configured to control the azimuth angle or the
pitch angle of the beam is related to a deployment posi-
tion and a connection relationship of the bay. A state of
a beam that the antenna apparatus finally forms may vary
with a relationship between downtilt angles of beams cor-
responding to each group of antenna bays. The following
describes several cases.

1. Horizontal deployment.

[0096] In this embodiment, the Ni bays included in the
ith group of antenna bays are horizontally deployed, and
the Ni phase-shift feeding networks in the ith group of
phase-shift feeding networks are connected, in a one-to-
one correspondence, to the Ni horizontally deployed bays
to control pitch angles of beams corresponding to the Ni
bays, so that the pitch angles of the beams corresponding
to the Ni bays are equal.
[0097] The Nj bays included in the jth group of antenna
bays are also horizontally deployed, and the Nj phase-
shift feeding networks in the jth group of phase-shift feed-
ing networks are connected, in a one-to-one correspond-
ence, to the Nj horizontally deployed bays to control pitch
angles of beams corresponding to the Nj bays, so that
the pitch angles of the beams corresponding to the Nj
bays are equal.
[0098] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks control the
pitch angles of the beams corresponding to the ith group
of antenna bays, and the jth group of phase-shift feeding
networks control the pitch angles of the beams corre-
sponding to the jth group of antenna bays, so that the
pitch angles of the beams corresponding to the ith group
of antenna bays are not equal to the pitch angles of the
beams corresponding to the jth group of antenna bays.
Therefore, the antenna apparatus can form a plurality of
beams in both a horizontal dimension and a vertical di-
mension, that is, can form three-dimensional multi
beams, as shown in FIG. 6.
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[0099] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
ni horizontal orthogonal beams corresponding to the Ni
bays in the ith group of antenna bays are formed, and Nj
through beams or ni horizontal orthogonal beams corre-
sponding to the Nj bays in the jth group of antenna bays
are further formed. To avoid interference between the
beams corresponding to the ith group of antenna bays
and two groups of beams corresponding to the jth group
of antenna bays, in an optional solution, the ith group of
phase-shift feeding networks and the jth group of phase-
shift feeding networks may further enable a difference
between the pitch angle of the beams corresponding to
the ith group of antenna bays and the pitch angle of the
beams corresponding to the jth group of antenna bays to
be greater than an average value of vertical beam widths
corresponding to the two groups of antenna bays.
[0100] When the antenna is in the second state, the ith
group of phase-shift feeding networks control the pitch
angles of the beams corresponding to the ith group of
antenna bays, and the jth group of phase-shift feeding
networks control the pitch angles of the beams corre-
sponding to the jth group of antenna bays, so that the
pitch angles of the beams corresponding to the ith group
of antenna bays are equal to the pitch angles of the
beams corresponding to the jth group of antenna bays.
Therefore, the ith group of antenna bays and the jth group
of antenna bays can jointly form a massive MIMO and
form corresponding beams.
[0101] It should be understood that, in actual applica-
tion, there may be an error in a pitch angle of a beam
corresponding to each bay. The pitch angles of the
beams corresponding to the ith group of antenna bays
may be specifically an average value ETi of pitch angles
of the beams corresponding to all the bays in the ith group
of antenna bays, and the pitch angles of the beams cor-
responding to the jth group of antenna bays may be spe-
cifically an average value ETj of pitch angles of the beams
corresponding to all the bays in the jth group of antenna
bays.
[0102] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks and the jth
group of phase-shift feeding networks may enable
ETi-ETj>0, and may further enable |ETi-ETj|>(di+dj)/2 to
avoid interference between beams, where di is an aver-
age vertical beam width of the nj horizontal orthogonal

beams corresponding to the ith group of antenna bays,
and dj is an average vertical beam width of the beams
corresponding to the jth group of antenna bays.
[0103] When the antenna apparatus is in the second
state, the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks and
the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks may enable
ETi = ETj.
[0104] It should be noted that, generally, a vertical
beam width of a beam refers to an included angle be-
tween two directions in which radiated power is reduced
by 3 dB on two sides of a maximum radiation direction

in a vertical direction.

2. Vertical deployment.

[0105] In this embodiment, the Ni bays included in the
ith group of antenna bays are vertically deployed, and the
Ni phase-shift feeding networks in the ith group of phase-
shift feeding networks are connected, in a one-to-one
correspondence, to the Ni vertically deployed bays to
control azimuth angles of the beams corresponding to
the Ni bays, so that the azimuth angles of the beams
corresponding to the Ni bays are equal.
[0106] The Nj bays included in the jth group of antenna
bays are also vertically deployed, and the Nj phase-shift
feeding networks in the jth group of phase-shift feeding
networks are connected, in a one-to-one correspond-
ence, to the Nj vertically deployed bays to control azimuth
angles of beams corresponding to the Nj bays, so that
the azimuth angles of the beams corresponding to the Nj
bays are equal.
[0107] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks control the
azimuth angles of the beams corresponding to the ith
group of antenna bays, and the jth group of phase-shift
feeding networks control the azimuth angles of the
beams corresponding to the jth group of antenna bays,
so that the azimuth angles of the beams corresponding
to the ith group of antenna bays are not equal to the az-
imuth angles of the beams corresponding to the jth group
of antenna bays. Therefore, the antenna apparatus can
form a plurality of beams in both a horizontal dimension
and a vertical dimension, that is, can form three-dimen-
sional multi beams, as shown in FIG. 7.
[0108] When the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
ni vertical orthogonal beams corresponding to the Ni bays
in the ith group of antenna bays are formed, and Nj
through beams or nj vertical orthogonal beams corre-
sponding to the Nj bays in the jth group of antenna bays
are further formed. To avoid interference between the
beams corresponding to the ith group of antenna bays
and two groups of beams corresponding to the jth group
of antenna bays, in an optional solution, the ith group of
phase-shift feeding networks and the jth group of phase-
shift feeding networks may further enable a difference
between the azimuth angle corresponding to the ith group
of antenna bays and the azimuth angle corresponding to
the jth group of antenna bays to be greater than an aver-
age value of horizontal beam widths corresponding to
the two groups of antenna bays.
[0109] When the antenna is in the second state, the ith
group of phase-shift feeding networks control the azimuth
angles of the beams corresponding to the ith group of
antenna bays, and the jth group of phase-shift feeding
networks control the azimuth angles of the beams cor-
responding to the jth group of antenna bays, so that the
azimuth angles of the beams corresponding to the ith
group of antenna bays are equal to the azimuth angles
of the beams corresponding to the jth group of antenna
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bays. Therefore, the ith group of antenna bays and the
jth group of antenna bays can jointly form a massive MI-
MO and form corresponding beams.
[0110] It should be understood that, in actual applica-
tion, there may be an error in an azimuth angle of a beam
corresponding to each bay. The azimuth angle of the
beams corresponding to the ith group of antenna bays
may be specifically an average value ETi of azimuth an-

gles of the beams corresponding to all the bays in the ith
group of antenna bays, and the azimuth angles of the
beams corresponding to the jth group of antenna bays
may be specifically an average value ETj of azimuth an-
gles of the beams corresponding to all the bays in the jth
group of antenna bays. When the antenna apparatus is
in the first state, the ith group of phase-shift feeding net-
works and the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks
may enable ETi-ETj>0, and may further enable
|ETi-ETj|>(di+dj)/2 to avoid interference between beams,
where di is an average horizontal beam width of the nj

vertical orthogonal beams corresponding to the ith group
of antenna bays, and dj is an average horizontal beam

width of the beams corresponding to the jth group of an-
tenna bays.
[0111] When the antenna apparatus is in the second
state, the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks and
the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks may enable
ETi=ETj.
[0112] It should be noted that, generally, a horizontal
beam width of a beam refers to an included angle be-
tween two directions in which radiated power is reduced
by 3 dB on two sides of a maximum radiation direction
in a horizontal direction.
[0113] Correspondingly, the control apparatus in this
application may switch the antenna apparatus from the
three-dimensional multi-beam antenna state to the mas-
sive MIMO state. The process may specifically include:
controlling, by using the ith group of phase-shift feeding
networks, the downtilt angles of the beams correspond-
ing to the ith group of antenna bays, and controlling, by
using the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks, the
downtilt angles of the beams corresponding to the jth
group of antenna bays, to enable ETi=ETj.
[0114] The control apparatus in this application may
further switch the antenna apparatus from the massive
MIMO state to the three-dimensional multi-beam anten-
na state. The process may specifically include: control-
ling, by using the ith group of phase-shift feeding net-
works, the downtilt angles of the beams corresponding
to the ith group of antenna bays, and controlling, by using
the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks, the downtilt
angles of the beams corresponding to the jth group of
antenna bays, to enable |ETi-ETj|>(di+dj)/2.
[0115] The antenna apparatus in this embodiment of
this application may be flexibly switched between the

multi-beam antenna state and the MM state based on a
service requirement. For example, in a small-packet
service scenario, the antenna apparatus may be used
as a multi-beam antenna to save resources. In a scenario
in which users are not evenly distributed, the antenna
apparatus may be used as an MM. In other words, the
antenna apparatus in this application may be applicable
to a plurality of service scenarios, and has high flexibility.
[0116] In addition, the beamforming network 303 in this
embodiment of this application includes the ni-driving- Ni
multi-beam feeding network 3031, the Ni-driving- Ni
through feeding network 3032, the Ni first switch circuits
3033, and the Ni second switch circuits 3034. Beam state
switching is implemented by using the first switch circuits
and the second switch circuits. The implementation is
simple and costs are low.
[0117] Further, in this embodiment of this application,
when S is greater than or equal to 2, the antenna appa-
ratus may be further used as a three-dimensional multi-
beam antenna, that is, may switch between a three-di-
mensional multi-beam antenna state and an MM state,
thereby improving flexibility of the solution.
[0118] This application further provides another anten-
na apparatus. The antenna apparatus includes N ele-
ments, an n-driving-N multi-beam feeding network, N first
switch circuits, an N-driving-N through feeding network,
N antenna ports, N second switch circuits, a port correc-
tion network corresponding to the N antenna ports, and
a correction port corresponding to the port correction net-
work, where N is an integer greater than 4, and n is an
integer less than or equal to N. The N elements are ar-
ranged to form a rectangle of A rows and B columns,
where A is an integer greater than 1, and B is an integer
greater than 1.
[0119] When the antenna apparatus is in a first state,
each of the N elements is connected to one end of each
of the N first switch circuits in a one-to-one correspond-
ence, other ends of the N first switch circuits are con-
nected to N input ports corresponding to the n-driving-N
multi-beam feeding network, each of n output ports cor-
responding to the n-driving-N multi-beam feeding net-
work are connected to one end of each of n second switch
circuits in a one-to-one correspondence, and other ends
of the n second switch circuits are connected to n antenna
ports.
[0120] When the antenna apparatus is in a second
state, each of the N elements is connected to one end
of each of the N first switch circuits in a one-to-one cor-
respondence, the other ends of the N first switch circuits
are connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to N in-
put ports corresponding to the N-driving-N through feed-
ing network, each of N output ports corresponding to the
N-driving-N through feeding network are connected to
one end of each of the N second switch circuits in a one-
to-one correspondence, and the other ends of the N sec-
ond switch circuits are connected to the N antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence.
[0121] The port correction network is configured to
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couple signals corresponding to the N antenna ports to
a correction port. When the antenna apparatus is in the
second state, the correction port is connected to a port
corresponding to a correction module in a radio frequen-
cy system, so that the correction module can correct,
based on the signals coupled to the correction port, sig-
nals corresponding to the N antenna ports.
[0122] Optionally, when the antenna apparatus is in
the first state, or when the antenna apparatus is in the
second state, the correction port is connected to the port
corresponding to the correction module in the radio fre-
quency system, so that the correction module can cor-
rect, based on the signals coupled to the correction port,
the signals corresponding to the N antenna ports.
[0123] Optionally, the N-driving-N through feeding net-
work is bypassed to the n-driving-N multi-beam feeding
network.
[0124] The antenna apparatus in this embodiment of
this application may be flexibly switched between a three-
dimensional multi-beam antenna state and an MM state
based on a service requirement. For example, in a small-
packet service scenario, the antenna apparatus may be
used as a three-dimensional multi-beam antenna to save
resources. In a scenario in which users are not evenly
distributed, the antenna apparatus may be used as an
MM. In other words, the antenna apparatus in this appli-
cation may be applicable to a plurality of service scenar-
ios, and has high flexibility.
[0125] This application further provides a communica-
tions system. The communications system includes the
antenna apparatus according to any one of the embod-
iments corresponding to FIG. 2A, FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B,
FIG. 4A, FIG. 4B, and FIG. 4C, and FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B.
[0126] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may
be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware,
or any combination thereof. When software is used to
implement the embodiments, the embodiments may be
implemented completely or partially in a form of a com-
puter program product.
[0127] The computer program product includes one or
more computer instructions. When the computer pro-
gram instructions are loaded and executed on the com-
puter, the procedure or functions according to the em-
bodiments of the present invention are all or partially gen-
erated. The computer may be a general-purpose com-
puter, a dedicated computer, a computer network, or oth-
er programmable apparatuses. The computer instruc-
tions may be stored in a computer-readable storage me-
dium or may be transmitted from a computer-readable
storage medium to another computer-readable storage
medium. For example, the computer instructions may be
transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data
center to another website, computer, server, or data cent-
er in a wired (for example, a coaxial cable, an optical
fiber, or a digital subscriber line (DSL)) or wireless (for
example, infrared, radio, or microwave) manner. The
computer-readable storage medium may be any usable
medium accessible by a computer, or a data storage de-

vice, such as a server or a data center, integrating one
or more usable media. The usable medium may be a
magnetic medium (for example, a floppy disk, a hard disk,
or a magnetic tape), an optical medium (for example, a
DVD), a semiconductor medium (for example, a solid-
state drive Solid State Disk (SSD)), or the like.
[0128] It may be clearly understood by persons skilled
in the art that, for ease and brevity of description, for a
specific working process of the method provided in this
application, refer to a corresponding process in the fore-
going apparatus embodiments, and details are not de-
scribed herein again.
[0129] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiments are merely examples. For example, a plurality
of components may be combined or integrated into an-
other system, or some features may be ignored or not
performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual
couplings or direct couplings or communication connec-
tions may be implemented by using some interfaces. The
indirect couplings or communication connections be-
tween the apparatuses or units may be implemented in
electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0130] Some or all of the components may be selected
according to actual needs to achieve the objectives of
the solutions of the embodiments.
[0131] In addition, functional components in the em-
bodiments of this application may be integrated into one
processing unit, or each of the components may exist
alone physically, or two or more components are inte-
grated into one unit. The integrated unit may be imple-
mented in a form of hardware, or may be implemented
in a form of a software functional unit.
[0132] When the integrated processing unit is imple-
mented in the form of a software functional unit and sold
or used as an independent product, the integrated unit
may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium.
Based on such an understanding, the technical solutions
of this application essentially, or the part contributing to
the prior art, or all or some of the technical solutions may
be implemented in the form of a software product. The
software product is stored in a storage medium and in-
cludes several instructions for instructing a computer de-
vice (which may be a personal computer, a server, or a
network device) to perform all or some of the steps of the
methods described in the embodiments of this applica-
tion. The foregoing storage medium includes: any medi-
um that can store program code, such as a USB flash
drive, a read-only memory (English full name: Read-Only
Memory, ROM for short), a random access memory
(English full name: Random Access Memory, RAM for
short), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0133] The foregoing embodiments are merely intend-
ed for describing the technical solutions of this applica-
tion, but not for limiting this application. Although this ap-
plication is described in detail with reference to the fore-
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going embodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art
should understand that they may still make modifications
to the technical solutions described in the foregoing em-
bodiments or make equivalent replacements to some
technical features thereof, without departing from the
spirit and scope of the technical solutions of the embod-
iments of this application.

Claims

1. An antenna apparatus, comprising S groups of an-
tenna bays, S groups of phase-shift feeding net-
works, and S beamforming networks, wherein S is
an integer greater than or equal to 1;
an ith group of antenna bays in M groups of antenna
bays comprise Ni bays, an ith group of phase-shift
feeding networks in M groups of phase-shift feeding
networks comprise Ni phase-shift feeding networks,
and the Ni bays are connected to the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence,
wherein M is an integer less than or equal to S, i is
any integer from 1 to M, and Ni is an integer greater
than 1; and
when the antenna apparatus is in a first state, an ith
beamforming network in M beamforming networks
is configured to form ni beams corresponding to the
Ni bays, Ni first ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence,
and ni second ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to ni antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence, wherein ni is an
integer less than or equal to Ni; or
when the antenna apparatus is in a second state, an
ith beamforming network in M beamforming networks
is configured to form Ni beams corresponding to the
Ni bays, Ni first ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence,
and Ni second ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to Ni antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence.

2. The antenna apparatus according to claim 1, where-
in
the antenna apparatus further comprises L antenna
ports, a port correction network corresponding to the
L antenna ports, and a correction port, wherein
L is greater than or equal to 1; and
the port correction network is configured to couple
signals corresponding to the L antenna ports to the
correction port.

3. The antenna apparatus according to claim 2, where-
in
when the antenna apparatus is in the second state,
the correction port is connected to a port correspond-

ing to a correction module in a radio frequency sys-
tem, so that the correction module corrects signals
corresponding to the L antenna ports.

4. The antenna apparatus according to claim 2, where-
in
when the antenna apparatus is in the first state, the
correction port is connected to a port corresponding
to a correction module in a radio frequency system,
so that the correction module corrects signals cor-
responding to the L antenna ports.

5. The antenna apparatus according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, wherein the ith beamforming network
comprises an ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding net-
work, an N - driving- Ni through feeding network, Ni
first switch circuits, and Ni second switch circuits,
wherein
when the antenna apparatus is in the first state, the
Ni phase-shift feeding networks are connected, in a
one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports corre-
sponding to the Ni first switch circuits, Ni second ports
corresponding to the Ni first switch circuits are con-
nected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first
ports corresponding to the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam
feeding network, ni second ports corresponding to
the ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network are
connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to ni
first ports corresponding to ni second switch circuits,
and ni second ports corresponding to the ni second
switch circuits are connected to ni antenna ports in
a one-to-one correspondence, wherein the ni -driv-
ing- Ni multi-beam feeding network is configured to
form ni orthogonal beams corresponding to the Ni
bays; or
when the antenna apparatus is in the second state,
the Ni phase-shift feeding networks are connected,
in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports cor-
responding to the Ni first switch circuits, Ni second
ports corresponding to the Ni first switch circuits are
connected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni
first ports corresponding to the Ni-driving- Ni through
feeding network, Ni second ports corresponding to
the Ni-driving- Ni through feeding network are con-
nected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first
ports corresponding to the Ni second switch circuits,
Ni second ports corresponding to the Ni second
switch circuits are connected to the Ni antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence, and the Ni antenna
ports are connected to the port correction network,
wherein the N - driving- Ni through feeding network
is configured to form Ni through beams correspond-
ing to the Ni bays.

6. The antenna apparatus according to claim 5, where-
in the Ni-driving- Ni through feeding network is by-
passed to the ni-driving- Ni multi-beam feeding net-
work.
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7. The antenna apparatus according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, wherein S is greater than or equal to
2, a jth group of antenna bays in the S groups of
antenna bays comprise Nj bays, a jth group of phase-
shift feeding networks comprise Nj phase-shift feed-
ing networks, and the Nj bays are connected to the
Nj phase-shift feeding networks in a one-to-one cor-
respondence, wherein Nj is an integer greater than
or equal to 1;
the ith group of phase-shift feeding networks are con-
figured to control downtilt angles of beams corre-
sponding to the ith group of antenna bays, wherein
a downtilt angle of a beam corresponding to each
bay in the ith group of antenna bays is within a first
preset range;
the jth group of phase-shift feeding networks are con-
figured to control downtilt angles of beams corre-
sponding to the jth group of antenna bays, wherein
a downtilt angle of a beam corresponding to each
bay in the jth group of antenna bays is within a second
preset range; and
the downtilt angle is an azimuth angle or a pitch an-
gle.

8. The antenna apparatus according to claim 7, where-
in
when the antenna apparatus is in the first state,
|ETi-ETj|>(di+dj)/2, wherein ETi is an average value
of downtilt angles of beams corresponding to the Ni

bays in the ith group of antenna bays, ETj is an av-
erage value of downtilt angles of beams correspond-
ing to the Nj bays in the jth group of antenna bays,
di is an average beam width of ni beams correspond-

ing to the ith group of antenna bays, and dj is an
average beam width of the beams corresponding to
the jth group of antenna bays.

9. The antenna apparatus according to claim 7, where-
in
when the antenna apparatus is in the second state,
ETi = ETj, wherein ETi is an average value of downtilt
angles of beams corresponding to the Ni bays in the

ith group of antenna bays, and ETj is an average
value of downtilt angles of beams corresponding to
the Nj bays in the jth group of antenna bays.

10. Abeam state switching method, wherein the method
is applied to an antenna apparatus, and the antenna
apparatus comprises S groups of antenna bays, S
groups of phase-shift feeding networks, and S beam-
forming networks, wherein S is an integer greater
than or equal to 1;
an ith group of antenna bays in M groups of antenna
bays comprise Ni bays, an ith group of phase-shift
feeding networks in M groups of phase-shift feeding

networks comprise Ni phase-shift feeding networks,
and the Ni bays are connected to the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence,
wherein M is an integer less than or equal to S, i is
any integer from 1 to M, and Ni is an integer greater
than or equal to 1;
when the antenna apparatus is in a first state, an ith
beamforming network in M beamforming networks
is configured to form ni beams corresponding to the
Ni bays, Ni first ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence,
and ni second ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to ni antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence, wherein ni is an
integer less than or equal to Ni; or
when the antenna apparatus is in a second state, an
ith beamforming network in M beamforming networks
is configured to form Ni beams corresponding to the
Ni bays, Ni first ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to the Ni phase-shift
feeding networks in a one-to-one correspondence,
and Ni second ports corresponding to the ith beam-
forming network are connected to Ni antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence; and
the method comprises:

receiving, by a control apparatus, a switching
instruction;
switching, by the control apparatus based on the
switching instruction, the antenna apparatus
from the first state to the second state, or switch-
ing the antenna apparatus from the second state
to the first state, wherein the first state is a multi-
beam antenna state, and the second state is a
massive MIMO state.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the an-
tenna apparatus further comprises L antenna ports,
a port correction network corresponding to the L an-
tenna ports, and a correction port, wherein
L is greater than or equal to 1; and
the port correction network is configured to couple
signals corresponding to the L antenna ports to the
correction port.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein
when the antenna apparatus is in the second state,
the correction port is connected to a port correspond-
ing to a correction module in a radio frequency sys-
tem, so that the correction module corrects signals
corresponding to the L antenna ports; or
when the antenna apparatus is in the first state, the
correction port is connected to a port corresponding
to a correction module in a radio frequency system,
so that the correction module corrects signals cor-
responding to the L antenna ports.
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13. The method according to any one of claims 10 to 12,
wherein the ith beamforming network comprises an
ni -driving- Ni multi-beam feeding network, an Ni
-driving- Ni through feeding network, Ni first switch
circuits, and Ni second switch circuits, wherein
the Ni phase-shift feeding networks are connected,
in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni first ports cor-
responding to the Ni first switch circuits; and
the switching, by the control apparatus based on the
switching instruction, the antenna apparatus from
the second state to the first state comprises:

controlling, by the control apparatus based on
the switching instruction, the Ni first switch cir-
cuits and ni second switch circuits in the Ni sec-
ond switch circuits, so that Ni second ports cor-
responding to the Ni first switch circuits are con-
nected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to Ni
first ports corresponding to the ni -driving- Ni
multi-beam feeding network, ni first ports corre-
sponding to the ni second switch circuits are con-
nected, in a one-to-one correspondence, to ni
second ports corresponding to the ni-driving- Ni
multi-beam feeding network, and ni second
ports corresponding to the ni second switch cir-
cuits are connected to ni antenna ports in a one-
to-one correspondence; and
the switching, by the control apparatus based
on the switching instruction, the antenna appa-
ratus from the first state to the second state com-
prises:
controlling, by the control apparatus based on
the switching instruction, the Ni first switch cir-
cuits and the Ni second switch circuits, so that
Ni second ports corresponding to the Ni first
switch circuits are connected, in a one-to-one
correspondence, to Ni first ports corresponding
to the Ni-driving- Ni through feeding network, Ni
first ports corresponding to the Ni second switch
circuits are connected, in a one-to-one corre-
spondence, to Ni second ports corresponding to
the Ni-driving- Ni through feeding network, Ni
second ports corresponding to the Ni second
switch circuits are connected to Ni antenna ports
in a one-to-one correspondence, and the Ni an-
tenna ports are connected to the port correction
network.

14. The method according to any one of claims 10 to 12,
wherein S is greater than or equal to 2;
a jth group of antenna bays in the S groups of antenna
networks comprise Nj bays, a jth group of phase-shift
feeding networks comprise Nj phase-shift feeding
networks, and the Nj bays are connected to the Nj
phase-shift feeding networks in a one-to-one corre-
spondence, wherein Nj is an integer greater than or
equal to 1; and

the switching, by the control apparatus based on the
switching instruction, the antenna apparatus from
the first state to the second state comprises:
controlling, by the control apparatus, the Ni phase-

shift feeding networks in the ith group of phase-shift
feeding networks and the Nj phase-shift feeding net-
works in the jth group of phase-shift feeding net-
works, so that a downtilt angle of a beam correspond-
ing to each bay in the ith group of antenna bays is
within a first preset range, and a downtilt angle of a
beam corresponding to each bay in the jth group of
antenna bays is within a second preset range; and
ETi = ETj, wherein ETi is an average value of downtilt
angles of beams corresponding to the Ni bays in the

ith group of antenna bays, and ETj is an average
value of downtilt angles of beams corresponding to
the Nj bays in the jth group of antenna bays.

15. The method according to any one of claims 10 to 12,
wherein the first state is a three-dimensional multi-
beam antenna state, and S is greater than or equal
to 2;
a jth group of antenna bays in the S groups of antenna
networks comprise Nj bays, a jth group of phase-shift
feeding networks comprise Nj phase-shift feeding
networks, and the Nj bays are connected to the Nj
phase-shift feeding networks in a one-to-one corre-
spondence, wherein Nj is an integer greater than or
equal to 1; and
the switching, by the control apparatus based on the
switching instruction, a beam state corresponding to
the antenna apparatus from the second state to the
first state comprises:
controlling, by the control apparatus, the Ni phase-

shift feeding networks in the ith group of phase-shift
feeding networks and the Nj phase-shift feeding net-

works in the jth group of phase-shift feeding net-
works, so that a downtilt angle of a beam correspond-
ing to each bay in the ith group of antenna bays is
within a first preset range, and a downtilt angle of a
beam corresponding to each bay in the jth group of
antenna bays is within a second preset range; and
|ETi-ETj| >(di+dj)/2, wherein ETi is an average value
of downtilt angles of beams corresponding to the Ni

bays in the ith group of antenna bays, and ETj is an
average value of downtilt angles of beams corre-
sponding to the Nj bays in the jth group of antenna
bays, wherein di is an average beam width of ni

beams corresponding to the ith group of antenna
bays, dj is an average beam width of beams corre-
sponding to the jth group of antenna bays, and the
downtilt angle is an azimuth angle or a pitch angle.
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16. A communications system, comprising the antenna
apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 9.
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